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Cambodia — The Ancient Khmer Paradise 
Itinerary 
 

Days 1 & 2  

Let the Journey begin! Depart New York and arrive in Siem Reap. 

 

Day 3 

Arrive in Siem Reap and transfer to hotel. Siem Riep is the capital city of 

Siem Reap Province and is located in Northwestern Cambodia. It is a 

vibrant town surrounded by silk farms, fishing villages, rice-paddy fields, a 

lively market and many Buddhist Pagodas. It is the Gateway to the World 

Heritage site of Angkor Wat the ancient capital of the great Khmer 

Empire. Angkor without doubt, is one of the most magnificent wonders of 

the world. It is an archeologists treasure-throve. Located in a dense jungle, 

there are hundreds of awe-inspiring and enchanting temples in the area 

and they will be your classrooms each day. After lunch you will visit Wat Bo 

Pagoda, one of the oldest pagodas in town. Built in the 18th century and 

located in the heart of town, it contains a fabulous collection of Buddhist 

sculpture and wall-paintings. Here you will have an introduction to 

Theravada Buddhism, the Buddhism of Cambodia. Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 4 

After breakfast you will explore your first ancient temple, the early 10th 

century Prasat Kravan. Here you will learn how for nearly six centuries, 

between AD 802 and 1432, the great Khmer Empire was once the most 

powerful empire in Southeast Asia that extended from the South China 

Sea to the Bay of Bengal. Ancient Cambodia was highly influenced by 

India and many of the Khmer Kings built temples dedicated to the Hindu 

gods such as Shiva and Vishnu. Both temples at Prasat Kravan were 

dedicated to Vishnu and they contain excellent frescos of him. We then 

proceed to Pre Rup Temple, constructed in the middle of the 10th century. 

Pre Rup is distinguished by its size and was once a State Temple and was 

surrounded by a thriving city. After lunch we will visit Banteay Kdei Temple 

that was constructed in the late 12th century. From the 10th century 

onwards, Buddhism began to spread throughout the Khmer Empire and 

the kings began to incorporate both Hindu and Buddhist elements in the 

architecture. There is a marvelous Buddha meditating in one of the 

sanctuaries. Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 5 

Your day begins with a visit to Wat Preah Prom Rath Temple and Pagoda, 

the largest and most impressive pagoda in the area located directly in 

the center of Siem Reap. In Cambodia, temples are the places where the 

pious Buddhist comes to worship and you will see many of the devout 

coming to pray, meditate and make offerings to the monks. This temple 

has a superb collection of wall paintings illustrating the life-stories of 

Buddha’s life. It also has a beautiful larger than life statue of a reclining 

Buddha. At this Wat, we will receive a lecture from a venerable senior 

monk on Theravada Buddhist philosophy. Before lunch we explore Wat Bo 

Pagoda, the oldest pagoda in town. This temple has a fantastic collection 

of Cambodian sacred art with colorful frescos and bronze Buddha 

statues. Here you will have the honor of offering the monks the lunch. After 

your lunch, you will visit Preah Khan, built in the late 12th century. Preah 

Khan was built by one of the greatest Khmer Kings, Jayavarman VII and it 
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was one of his largest projects. Preah Khan was more than just a temple, 

with over 1000 teachers it was more of a Buddhist university and 

monastery. We then proceed to Ta Prohm, one of the area’s most 

beautiful and mysterious temples. This temple has been relatively 

untouched because unlike the other monuments in Angkor, it was 

abandoned and swallowed up by the jungle. The main entrance is filled 

with many images of the Buddha and one of the sandstone buildings has 

a remarkable row of intricate celestial dancers carved into its walls. 

Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 6 

After breakfast your program will continue to Angkor Thom (Great City) 

that was founded by King Jayavarman VII in the late 12th century. At one 

time, Angkor Thom was the largest city in the Khmer Empire and it is quite 

remarkable in scale and architectural ingenuity. Here we explore the 

Banon Temple with its unique 54 towers decorated with over 200 smiling 

faces of the Bodhisattva of compassion – Avalokitesvara. You will also 

explore the Elephants Terrace and the Terrace of the Leper King. After 

lunch your classroom will be one of the Seven Wonders of the World – 

Angkor Wat. This is the most famous of all temples on the plain of Angkor 

and it is the largest religious complex in the world. It is larger than the 

Imperial City in Beijing! To many art historians, it is a prime example of 

classical Khmer art and architecture. Sunset at Angkor Wat. Overnight – 

Siem Reap 

 

Day 7 

Your day begins with a beautiful morning drive through the countryside to 

Kbala Spean where you will take a 45 minute hike through the lush forest 

to the Thousand Linga River. Here you will study the 10th - 12th century 

sculptures chiseled from the rocky riverbed. You will also enjoy the Royal 

Bath and waterfalls. After lunch your classroom will be one of the most 

important and enchanting temples in Angkor and one that is considered 

to be the crown of Khmer classical art – Banteay Srei Temple constructed 

in the 10th century. The charm of this temple lies in its remarkable state of 

preservation. Its small size with excellent decorations is a must see. Late 

afternoon is free time to explore the market. Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 8 

After breakfast you explore the small semi-ruined 12th century temple of 

Ta Nei that is located deep in the jungle. Although overgrown by moss 

and tree roots, this small temple has some exquisite carvings that are still in 

good condition. After lunch you experience local Cambodian country-

life. You will walk through rural communities, meet local families, learn mat 

weaving, trek with an ox cart and plant rice in the paddy fields with the 

farmers. The day will end with a visit to a local market to see the diversity 

of fresh countryside products. Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 9 

As you have seen during this study abroad program, sacred art plays a 

significant role in Buddhist Cambodia. Both new and ancient temples are 

filled with masterpieces of sacred art. This morning, our study focuses on 

the artists and artisans who create the sacred art used today in the 

temples, monuments and homes of the devout. You will learn the timeless 

traditions of creating sacred art – wood and stone carving, painting and 

bronze cast image making. After lunch your classroom shifts to the Rolous 

Group. The monuments of Rolous are amongst the earliest temples built by 
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the Khmer Kings. Here you will study at Preah Ko and Bakong temples. The 

Bakong Temple is the more interesting of the two because it has an active 

Buddhist monastery just north of the gate that you will visit and continue 

your studies of Theravada Buddhist philosophy. Overnight – Siem Reap 

 

Day 10 

Early morning departure to Battambang. Your study abroad program now 

moves from Siem Reap and the surrounding areas to Battambang. 

Cambodia is one of the poorest countries in Southeast Asia and for 

centuries silk production has been a strong tradition that has 

supplemented the local economies. This handicraft is literally in the hands 

of the women and you will visit a village that is famous for keeping this 

tradition alive. You then drive to Banteay Meanchey province to visit 

Banteay Chhmar Buddhist Temple. This massive temple with its 12 satellite 

shrines was constructed in the 12th century and was once one of the most 

important Buddhist sites in Cambodia. Our studies of Buddhist art and 

philosophy will continue at this site.  

Overnight – Battambang 

 

Day 11 

After breakfast you will drive along the picturesque Sangker River to Wat 

Slaket Pagoda, the residence of the provincial Buddhist patriarch. Here 

you will receive a lecture on Theravada Buddhist philosophy. You then will 

continue on to Wat Ek Phnom that was founded in the 11th century by the 

Khmer King Suryavarman I. After lunch you will offer your services at Phare 

Ponleu Selpak, an orphanage and school that supports 30 orphans and 

1,200 students. The late afternoon is free time to explore the town and 

market. Overnight – Battambang 

 

Day 12 

You will depart Battambang in the early morning on a beautiful drive 

through the Cambodian countryside to Phnom Penh, the capital of 

Cambodia. Along the way you will visit a stone carving foundry and 

famous pottery village. You will proceed to Udong and will explore a few 

temples and three large stupas where the ashes of three former khmer 

Kings are preserved. At this site our lecture will focus on the Buddhist stupa, 

one of the most important architectural monuments in Buddhism. Here 

you will also experience the most impressive structure on the site the 

Vihara of the 18 Cubit Buddha. Overnight – Phnom Phenh 

 

Day 13 

In the morning after breakfast your classroom will be the most important 

Wat in Phnom Penh – Wat Ounalom built in 1443. It was built to keep a hair 

of the Buddha and today it is the center of Cambodian Buddhism. It was 

once home to more than 500 monks. You then continue your Buddhist 

studies at Wat Botum that was founded in the 15th century by King Ponya 

Yat. This temple, favored by the royal family, is the center of the 

Thammayut sect of Buddhism and is home to one of the country’s two 

supreme patriarchs, venerable Ghosananda. After lunch you continue 

onto Wat Moha Montrei that houses a splendid collection of paintings of 

the important events in the life of the Buddha. You end the day with a visit 

to the Royal Palace, the famous Silver Pagoda and a relaxing sunset 

cruise on the Mekong and Tonie Sap Rivers. Overnight – Phnom Penh 
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Day 14 

After breakfast your classroom will be Wat Phnom, one of the earliest 

structures in Phnom Penh. Your Buddhist philosophy course continues at 

this site with a lecture from one of the resident venerable monks. After 

lunch our focus will turn to Cambodia’s sacred Buddhist art as you visit the 

National Museum. Built in 1917, it houses an exceptional collection of 

Khmer art and sculpture. In the late afternoon you will have free time to 

explore the Russian Market, a lively outdoor market that sells jewelry, 

wood carvings, silk, and antiquities. Overnight Phnom Penh 

 

Day 15 

In the morning you will take a boat from Takeo to Phnom Da. Here you will 

explore Phnom Da Temple, a sixth century pre-Angkorian temple and the 

beautiful 6th century Asram Maharosei Indian-style sandstone temple 

constructed in a style unlike any temple in Cambodia. You then take short 

hike to the top of Chisor Mountain to the 11th century Brahman temple. 

You will have a picnic lunch here and enjoy a spectacular view of the 

temples and plains below. After lunch you explore your last Buddhist 

Vihara and conclude your program on Buddhist, philosophy, art and 

Cambodia’s wonderful culture. Overnight – Phnom Penh 

 

Day 16 

Our study abroad program comes to its end. The entire day is free time to 

explore the city, shop, rest and prepare for our late afternoon return flight 

home.  

 

Day 17  

Arrive Back in the States. 

 


